LEAVE NOTHING AND NO ONE BEHIND

Optimizing the human-environment interface of large natural
commons by blanket covering its entire community

THE RATIONALE

The GMSL sees that unnatural administrative and rights based cleavages lead to fractured communities

Complex organisms such as a community, an ecosystem, a living being, a society, exists because of
a large if not infinite number of parametric and rubric interleaves, interlaces, intermeshes and
interactions. Breaking those into groups for segmented analysis in order to understand or improve
the whole has only one outcome – it breaks them. The fact that the world is full of want, guilt and
worry proves these approaches have not worked (Seneviratne: 2015).

When communities are segregated in line with normative cleavages based on rights into such
groups as men, women, youth, children and piecemeal treatment of each of those through linear
logic creates internal tensions, increases disharmony and destroys the need to cooperate with one
another while the rights themselves are comparatively useless because there is no rational for
using them when the enabling social institutes are suspect.
The GMSL redefines how it should approach rural development as a whole of community effort

For any rural development effort to succeed it must be a holistic exercise that treats all of the community, not any specific part of it.
The GMSL reimagines the constituent components of a community when many share large commons such as a forest or river as was the case in the KCF

When considering managing the human-environment dynamics of large natural commons, the “community” that must be treated is everyone who uses them
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Whole-of-community
efforts as a best
practice

The reason why living things band together despite disparities and differences is to increase safety, reduce their lifefootprint, maximize resource usage, reduce waste and improve their overall health, wellbeing and continuity. This is true
of everything be it human, animal or plant. The wise know this and how individual needs play, manage, support and
damage every other and also realize that even things that our life experiences call inanimate or dead have lives of their
own and that the assurance of their health and wellbeing is mandatory to the overall wellbeing of the entire community.
The whole-of-community approach of the GMSL proved this and it hopes that when there are future projects where the
requirement is to manage both human settlements and environments, this is the approach that everyone takes.

